Simplified

Involuntary Reroute
Settlement
Settle involuntary reroute tickets
and FIMs in one step
What is Simplified Involuntary Reroute
Settlement?
It is a multilateral agreement among airlines, managed by ACH, for using
one set of rates each month to settle involuntarily rerouted tickets or
FIMs without having to prorate them. This thirty-year proven method was
automated six years ago for ACH member airlines, and is now open for
worldwide application. This tool is one of the AIA Services offerings that
help you make your passenger interline billing easier and more accurate.

How does it work?
Each month, ATPCO filters participating airlines’ daily sales files to
remove inappropriate transactions. Accelya samples one percent of this
data and determines coupon values using MPA Neutral Fare Proration.
These prorate values are divided by IATA weighted mileage factors to
determine the settlement rates for ten global regions. ACH communicates
the rates monthly to participants, and historical rates are available online.
The settlement rates are applied to the IATA weighted mileage factor of
the involuntary reroute coupon or FIM to determine its settlement value.

Is it available now?
The AIA Neutral Fare Prorate engine was enhanced in June 2014 to
apply these rates to sales transactions. Robust filters allow you to identify
specific transactions for processing by AIA.

How can I join?
Simply execute the multilateral agreement with ACH and choose the
other signatories with whom you will concur. We recommend that you
allow your sales data from ATPCO’s Sales Data Exchange to be used,
at no cost, for compiling the monthly percentage rates. The annual fee,
which will be waived until June 2015, is USD 1500.

How it helps
• Minimize or eliminate up to
half of your rejections and
correspondence, improving your
productivity and reducing your
SIS fees
• Recognize your revenue for
complex involuntary reroute
transactions accurately and
without delay
• Avoid costly adjustments to
revenue

